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We have never forgotten our roots as  
a bedding plant business started by husband 
and wife team, Bob and Sylvia Caldwell.  
The original scented envelope sachet was  
Greenleaf  's first product, and continues to  
be our nature-inspired signature. Since 1975, 
we have refined our expertise in fragrance, color,  
product formulation, packaging and trends 
to transform into one of the largest home 
fragrance manufacturers in the United  
States. Still family-owned and operated,  
Greenleaf is sold in over 90 countries  
around the world, and continues to focus  
on quality products and fragrances. We  
promise to continue delivering the signature 
quality that you have come to expect from 

Greenleaf for almost 40 years.

MA DE  I N  T H E  U S A  S I N C E  1 9 7 5
Sold In Over 90 Countries

OUR STORY

USE 101 WAYS
Find all 101 Ways to Use a Sachet @  

www.greenleafgifts.com.



Greenleaf presents a glamorous, modern take on romance 
through an aromatic expression of floral explosions, 
sugary fig and rich amber. Vintage Violet unlocks passion 
and tenderness with lush bouquets of violets, rosebuds 
and ylang, gilded with amber and softened by sweet fig, 

cream, and honey.

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE IN VINTAGE VIOLET
Large Sachet, Slim Sachet, Small Sachet, Signature Candle, 

Candle Tin, Candle Cube ® Votive, Room Spray,  
Home Fragrance Oil, Signature Reed Diffuser,  

Reed Diffuser Oil

VINTAGE VIOLETTM

new

WHAT’S NEW
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Keep that freshly washed scent 
by placing a sachet where you 

store bed linens or towels.

sachet use
no. 29



Greenleaf finds joy in creating the perfect holiday 
gift. Usher in the season with our diverse collection of 
six holiday fragrances, and great gift choices ranging 
from stocking-ready Sachets and Candle Tins to the 
new Signature Reed Diffuser. Turn your holidays into a  

sparkling celebration!

HOLIDAY

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE IN HOLIDAY
Large Sachet, Slim Sachet, Small Sachet,  

Signature Candle, Candle Tin, Candle Cube ® Votive,  
Room Spray, Home Fragrance Oil, Signature Reed Diffuser,  

Reed Diffuser Oil, Aroma Décor Oil, and Potpourri

HOLIDAY COLLECTION
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Holidays smell sweeter when you 
include a sachet in your storage 

of decorations and gift wrap.

sachet use
no. 97

NEW THIS SEASON!
Greenleaf’s popular Signature Reed Diffuser is 
now available in our Holiday Collection, and available 
in all six fragrances. This Reed Diffuser set makes 

a great gift for teachers or holiday hostesses!



Available in a variety of designs and colors, Aroma Décor 
is the stylish way to fragrance your space! But these 
diffusers are not just decorative – they combine three 
fragrance features in one, by diffusing powerful fragrance, 
purifying the air, and removing odors all at the same time.

Aroma Décor uses specially created Greenleaf oils to 
eliminate odors through a unique diffusion process.  
Within 30-45 minutes, one diffuser can fragrance an  
average sized home. Experience how well Aroma Décor 

clears the air and leaves your home smelling fresh!

AROMA DÉCOR

AROMA DÉCOR
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PURIFY THE AIR
Did you know? Purifier can be used in Aroma 
Décor to cleanse and purify the air, without 
fragrance. Purifier is also handy to add to your 
diffuser when a particular fragrance may be 

too strong for a small room.



We are thrilled to welcome a new addition to the family: 
our Greenleaf Baby collection. Four new baby-inspired  
fragrances in sweet, whimsical packaging will enhance 
any nursery décor, as our sachets, room sprays, and 
reed diffusers deodorize the air and add fresh fragrance.  

Perfect for baby shower gifts!

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE IN GREENLEAF BABY
Odor Eliminating Large Sachet, Odor Eliminating 

Room Spray, and Signature Reed Diffuser

GREENLEAF BABY COLLECTION
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Keep a sachet in 
the diaper pail in 

baby’s nursery.

sachet use
no. 68

STINKY BABY? 
Even your bundle of joy can be 
a stinky baby! Our new odor 
eliminating technology freshens 
up places that get smelly, like 

diaper bins, trash cans, 
and laundry areas.

new



GETTING STARTED
Ask about our Greenleaf Baby packages, which make 
setting up your store display easy, and include special 

incentives like discounts and free products!

EASY SHOWER GIFTS
Make buying baby shower gifts easy! 
Create gift sets with our Greenleaf Baby 
products and our signature organza bags. 
Bags are available in a case pack of 12, 
and can be purchased with GEP points 

(see page 17)!



Full of youthful spirit and modern style, Greenleaf Girl is 
a collection of fragrances with personality! Greenleaf Girl 
features four types – Breezy, Cozy, Dreamy, and Sassy – 
that personify different moods through vibrant fragrance 
and colorful design. Which Greenleaf Girl are you today?

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE IN GREENLEAF GIRL
Slim Sachet, Candle Tin, and Room Spray

GREENLEAF GIRL COLLECTION
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MEET THE GIRLS 
Are you a Breezy, Cozy, Dreamy, or Sassy Girl? 

Find out which fragrance suits you by taking our 
fun personality quiz at www.greenleafgirl.com



FROSTY
3 3/4" x 8 1/2"

AUGUSTA™
3 1/8" x 5 1/2"

BALLARD™
3" x 5 1/2"

CATE™
3 1/2" x 4 1/4"

ELLIE™
2 1/2" x 5 1/2"

HENNECY™
3 3/4" x 5 3/4"

KATHRYN™
3 1/2" x 5 1/2"

KERRINGTON™
3 1/2" x 4 1/2"

LAYNE™
3 1/4" x 4 1/2"

MANNING™
4 1/4" x 5 1/2"

MORROW™
3 1/2" x 5 1/4"

MR. BOB™
4 1/2" x 5 1/4"

OLIVIA™
3 1/4" x 5 1/4"

ROLLINS™
3 3/4" x 4 3/4"

SMITH™
3 1/4" x 5 1/2"

VAUGHAN™
4" x 5 1/2"

SULLIVAN™
3 3/4" x 4 3/4"

ATHENS™
3 1/8" x 5 1/2"

LINDSEY™
3 1/4" x 5 1/2"

PARKER™
3 1/4" x 5 1/4"

ANTIQUED
5 1/2" x 7"

BRONZE METROPOLITAN
4 3/4" x 5 3/4"

BROWN FILIGREE
7" x 8"

CANISTER
4" x 7 1/4"

DAMASK & METAL
5" x 8"

DECANTER
3 3/4" x 7 1/8"

FLEUR-DE-LIS
4" x 7 1/4"

GREEN STAMPED
4 1/2" x 6"

HARLEQUIN
4" x 7 1/2"

TERRINE
9" x 5 3/4"

AMBER
3 1/4" x 6 1/4"

AMETHYST
3 1/4" x 6 1/4"

AQUAMARINE
3 1/2" x 6 3/4"

PERIDOT
3 1/2" x 6 3/4"

RUBY
3 1/4" x 6 1/4"

EMERALD
3” x 5”

SAPPHIRE
3" x 5"
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DECORATIVE  
REED DIFFUSERS

Style and fragrance are combined 
in these lovely Reed Diffusers, in a 
variety of colors and styles. Each is 
packaged in a color-coordinating 
gift box and includes a set of our 

long-lasting fiber reeds.

Greenleaf’s decorative accessories add aromatic style 
to any home, and make great gifts! Our diffusers and 
warmers are pre-packaged in beautiful gift boxes, and 
the colorful appeal of our potpourri will brighten any day.

APPLE SPICE & CINNAMON GRACIOUS™ MERRY MEMORIES™ SILVER SPRUCE™

SNOW FLOWERS™ STARLIGHT™ SUGAR BERRY™ WINTERCREAM™

POTPOURRI
Whimsical botanicals, designed for seasonal decorating! 
Each piece is hand placed in this lovely bag of potpourri.

Available in select fragrances. Case pack of 4 bags. 5" x 9" bag   
Display Bags Available  

GREEN LEAF

WHITE SCROLL YELLOW FLEUR-DE-LIS

OIL & WARMER SET
Quickly fragrance any room! These great gift sets are  
pre-packaged with an electric Warmer, made of decorative 

ceramic, and a bottle of Home Fragrance Oil.
 APPROX. 4” BOWL, 5” BASE. One per case.  

See styles, above, and fragrance options, below.

LAVENDER

MAGNOLIA

POMEGRANATEHAVEN™

CLASSIC LINEN™ HOPE™

Sydney is an easy way to introduce customers to 
Aroma Décor. This “starter kit” conveniently has all 
pieces pre-packaged in one set, and is available in 

five fragrance options.

CLASSIC LINEN™

GARDEN BREEZE™

HAVEN™

ORANGE & HONEY™

POMEGRANATE

SYDNEY KIT

FRAGRANCE ACCESSORIES
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CLASSIC WHITE



 
TESTERS ARE THE ANSWER

Adding testers allows customers to experiment with new fragrances 
and see how our products work! 

Make a fragrance library, complete with testers, on your display.

Place testers in the washroom for customers to experience.

Burn, warm, spray, and diffuse fragrance in testers to fill your store  
with fragrance. Customers will ask, “what’s that great smell?”

Establish a “signature” Greenleaf fragrance  
for your store, and use it often.

YOUR TOOL KIT

225 GEP POINTS
POTPOURRI DISPLAY BAG
Use this potpourri sample for your store displays  
to showcase what the decorative pieces look like 
outside of their packaging. Looks great in Signature 
Display Vase!

375 GEP POINTS
ORGANZA GIFT BAGS
Use our signature organza bags to assemble 
Greenleaf gift sets! Case includes one dozen bags. 

200 GEP POINTS
LIL' LOGO SIGN
Enhance your shelves and help customers 
identify the Greenleaf display. Silver-toned 
logo has black felted back and easel stand.   
3 1/4” w x 4” h x 1/4” d

75 GEP POINTS
REED DIFFUSER OIL TESTER, AROMA DÉCOR OIL  
TESTER, & ROOM SPRAY TESTER
Use the Oil in a tester diffuser in your store to show 
customers how well it fragrances a space. Having a 
sample Room Spray allows customers to spray and 
smell fragrance in store.

125 GEP POINTS
CANDLE TESTER
Burn a candle in store so that customers can  
experience the fragrance and burn of our soy  
and vegetable wax blend. 

150 GEP POINTS
REED TESTER
Keep a Signature Reed Tester on display to  
showcase the powerful fragrance that comes  
with fiber reed technology!

200 GEP POINTS
SIGNATURE DISPLAY VASE
Use this sleek logo vase with your Greenleaf display 
or at the register for point-of-purchase sales. Can 
be used to safely burn a Tester Candle, or fill with 
Potpourri, Small Sachets, Candle Cubes, Home 
Fragrance Oil, and more!  
7" round x 8.5" tall

2000 GEP POINTS
SACHET GIVEAWAYS
100 Slim Sachets, in featured seasonal fragrances, 
for your use as shopping bag stuffers, event favors, 
or customer gifts.

RETAILER TIPS
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OUTPOST
Create a special space to feature one 
Greenleaf fragrance or product. This helps 
introduce customers to items they may 
have overlooked, or highlights fragrances 

new to the store.

The Greenleaf Elite Program (GEP) allows you to earn 1 GEP 
point for every dollar spent on invoices paid within terms. 
Maximize sales by redeeming points for displays, marketing 
tools and samples. Ask us for more details about the program 

and your points total. U.S. customers only



A PLACE TO CALL HOME

DISPLAYS
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Authorized Dealers find the most sales success 
when creating a display “home” specifically for 
Greenleaf. We offer a variety of display options, 
from large to small, to suit your store and set  

you up for success.

Ask your Territory Manager about Display Packages,  
pre-set ordering options which include display discounts  

and free product!

LE PETITE DISPLAY
The perfect display solution for countertops, and creating  
special Greenleaf "outposts". The two-tiered shelves fit a 
variety of Greenleaf products. Made of black coated metal  
with silver-toned logo sign affixed to front. Easy to put 
together and store, as shelves are completely collapsible. 

16” w x 20” h (tallest point) shelves = 15” w x 6 1/4” d

1,500 GEP POINTS
Package shown: "2-Fragrance Core Four Le Petite." Ask us for details!

Introduce your customers to new products or  
fragrances by creating an "outpost" (see page 16)  

using Lil’ Logo Sign or Signature Display Vase.

PROVINCIAL DISPLAY
The Provincial Display is crafted for 
Greenleaf in a beautiful antique white 
finish. Elegant mirrors enhance doors 
to storage at the base. Topped off by 
a stunning metal logo sign, attractive 
carved columns hold two shelves 
with room to display an assortment 
of Greenleaf products. The display is 
freestanding for access to both sides, 

or can be placed against a wall.  
82.5" tall  x  42" wide  x  21.75" deep

10,000 GEP POINTS
Package shown: "6-Frag Core Four Provincial" 
above. Ask your Territory Manager for details.

BOUTIQUE DISPLAY
Our heavy-duty decorative metal 
Boutique display is not only  
beautiful, it also allows a customer  
to shop from all sides while  
using minimal floor space. There's  
even  a  storage  bin at the base.  
Plus, it’s so easy to put together 
that you can have it up in minutes 

(no tools required)! 
 

88" tall  x  20" wide  x  20" deep

4,000 GEP POINTS
Package shown: "4-Fragrance Boutique" 

above.  Ask your Territory Manager for details.

SPINNER DISPLAY
Spinner Racks are made to  
maximize impulse sales while 
using minimal floor space. 
Create a neat presentation 
and encourage your customers  
to spin and experience a 
broad selection of fragrances. 
Place in high-traffic areas for 

best results.
   80" tall  x  22" wide  x  22" deep 

2,000 GEP POINTS
Available in two styles:  

Spinner with Baskets (shown above)  
& Spinner with Bins. 

Ask your Territory Manager about 
package options.



CANDLES
SIGNATURE CANDLE
A soy and vegetable wax blend, in a rainbow of fragrances, fill  
our elegant logo-etched glass, which is boxed beautifully in a  
sophisticated cream box detailed with our signature patterns.    
Available in all fragrances. May assort a case pack of 6 candles.  
9.5 oz  / 270 g Burns 60-80 hours  Testers Available

CANDLE TIN
Greenleaf’s signature patterns wrap our Candle Tin.  
Makes a great gift and is sized for travel. 
Available in all fragrances.  Case pack of 4 tins.
6 oz  / 170 g Burns 35-45 hours

CANDLE CUBE   ® VOTIVE
Each are individually packaged in patterned boxes.  
Available in all fragrances. Case pack display of 18 cubes.
2 oz  / 56 g Burns 15 hours

SACHETS
Greenleaf’s signature scented Sachet is available in three sizes –  
Large, Slim, and Small – and can be used 101 ways to fragrance  
rooms, closets, vehicles, pet areas, and more. Original Greenleaf  
patterns fashionably cover the envelopes, each featuring one  
our 101 sachet tips on the back. Available in all fragrances.

LARGE SACHET 
Two 9-pack displays
(case of 18) 
7.0 cu in / 115 ml

SLIM SACHET 
12-pack display
5.5 cu in  / 90 ml

SMALL SACHET 
Two 15-pack displays
(case of 30)
0.68 cu in / 11.09 ml

SPRAYS
ROOM SPRAY
Our aerosol Room Sprays offer a burst of scent  
when you need to quickly add fragrance to a room.  
Available in all fragrances. Case pack of 4 sprays. 
6 fl oz  / 177 ml   Testers Available

LINEN SPRAY
Gently spritz a mist of our Linen Spray directly onto linens,  
clothing and fabric upholstery.    
Available in: Blushing Tulips, Classic Linen, Garden Breeze,  
Haven, Lavender, Orange & Honey, Pomegranate, Roses, & Seaspray 
8 fl oz  / 237 ml  Case pack of 4 bottles.

POTPOURRI
LARGE BAG
All botanicals are hand-placed in every bag to make  
this the most beautiful potpourri on the market!  
Available in: Apple Spice & Cinnamon, Gracious,  
Merry Memories, Silver Spruce, Snow Flowers, Starlight, 
Sugar Berry & Wintercream. Case pack of 4 bags.  
5" x 9" bag  Display Bags Available  

OILS
AROMA DÉCOR DIFFUSER OIL
Specifically for use with Greenleaf ‘s Aroma Décor™  
Diffusers (see pages 7 & 14), this alcohol-based fragrance  
oil diffuses to create powerful fragrance throughout your  
home, while destroying odors and purifying the air.  
Available in select fragrances (see index).  
Case pack of 4 bottles. 
16.9 fl oz  / 500 ml  Testers Available 

HOME FRAGRANCE OIL
This "magic bottle" of pure fragrance is a simple, easy  
way to quickly scent any room. See page 15 for uses.   
Available in all fragrances. Display tray of 9 bottles.   
0.33  fl oz  / 10 ml

REED DIFFUSER OIL 
Our Reed Diffuser Oil creates a powerful fragrance  
experience when combined with our special fiber  
reeds. Available in all fragrances.  
Case pack of 4 bottles. 
8.5 fl oz  / 250 ml  Testers Available

SIGNATURE REED DIFFUSERS
Greenleaf's Signature Reed Diffuser offers  
fragrance in a stylish package that fits any space. 
Available in all fragrances. Case pack of 4 pre-filled diffusers. 
4.2 fl oz / 124 ml  Testers Available

PRODUCT & FRAGRANCE INDEX

breezy girl
Refreshing melon, mint, and 

lemon, with light florals 
and warm patchouli,  

sandalwood, and amber

cozy girl
Rich dark plum wraps with 

ylang and jasmine on a warm 
base of golden amber and 

vanilla woods

dreamy girl
Rose and ylang is married 

with pear and fresh notes on 
a romantic blend of ambrette 

and white musk

sassy girl
Sparkling amber and muguet 
floral notes top a sunny and 
vibrant blend of citrus and 

tropical fruits

bouncy baby
Fresh fragrance of white 

cotton, like the clean 
scent after baby’s bath

cuddly baby
Fresh and clean baby powder 

scent, with a hint of citrus

sleepy baby
Calm and relaxing fragrance 

of herbal lavender

snuggly baby
Soft and snuggly  

fragrance of sweet  
baby powder

FRAGRANCE GIFTS
FOR EVERYONE

REEDS
FIBER REED PACKS
These 12” fiber reeds are designed for our Decorative  
Reed Diffusers (page 14). Ready to switch your fragrance? 
Pick up these replacement packs of reeds.  
Case of 12 packs.  

*greenleaf baby sachets & room sprays are odor eliminating.



HAVEN™
fresh and clean

Seashore breeze blended with lavender and jasmine  
on a woody amber base

APPLE SPICE & CINNAMON™
sweet and spicy

Traditional apple combined with cinnamon, spice, & everything nice

BLUSHING TULIPS™
floral

Spring tulips coupled with sandalwood and musk

CITRUS SAMBA™
fruit and vine

Grapefruit, rose petals and warm amber  
with juicy lime, orange, & mandarin

CLASSIC LINEN™
fresh and clean

Spring air & clean water, wrapped with floral and balsamic notes

GRACIOUS™
sweet and spicy

Sweet and creamy pumpkin, blended into an elegant fruit musk

HOPE™
sweet and spicy

Exuberant and warm blend of fresh fruits, gentle spices &sweet vanilla

ISLAND SUNSET™
fruit and vine

Tropical island blend with green marine and a mix  
of red fruit & passion fruits

POMEGRANATE
fruit and vine

Pomegranates twisted with hints of green apple

VANILLA
sweet and spicy

Pure, warm and luxurious vanilla

SEASPRAY
fresh and clean

Blend of jasmine, sandalwood and musk

RASPBERRY LEMONADE™
fruit and vine

Sun-ripened raspberries paired with fresh lemons

TUSCAN VINEYARD™
fruit and vine

Full-bodied blend of rich Tuscan grapes on the vine

RIVER MIST™
fresh and clean

Amber moss blended with citrus and apple, and mixed with 
lavender, spice, and muguet

ROSES
floral

Soft, romantic perfume of delicate roses in bloom

VINTAGE VIOLET™
floral

A lush bouquet of violets, with rosebuds and ylang, is gilded with 
amber and softened by cream, honey & sugared fig.

MERRY MEMORIES™
sweet and spicy

A merry mix of holiday favorites: warm cinnamon, vanilla,  
& clove, blended with delightful green sugared pear

SILVER SPRUCE™
woody

A fresh, wintery aroma of crisp Siberian Fir needles  
and cedarwood, softened with sandalwood

SNOW FLOWERS™
floral

Paperwhites and honeysuckle meld with fresh fallen snow, with 
notes of citrus and currant, lavender musk, cedar, and iris root

STARLIGHT™
fresh and clean

Bubbly and bright, with sparkling fruits, citrus & mint,  
with a wisp of white musk

SUGAR BERRY™
fruit and vine

Sugary confection of berries, plums, apples, and pears,  
sweetened with caramelized sugar & syrup on a layer of vanilla, 

tonka, and sweet musk

WINTERCREAM™
sweet and spicy

Soft and lovely blend of creamy vanilla and sensual amber & musk

FIRST BLUSH™
floral

White musk wraps a citrus blend with notes of poppy & floral blossoms

GARDEN BREEZE™
floral

A romantic blend of jasmine, rose and citrus with ylang & woods

GARDENIA
floral

White petals bloom into a bouquet, with dewy green notes & musk

GINGER CINNAMON™
sweet and spicy

Ginger and citrus brighten a blend of cinnamon and spice

JASMINE
floral

Pure jasmine strikes a delightful and timeless fragrance note

LAVENDER
floral

The calming essence of lavender, relaxing and pure

MAGNOLIA
floral

Classic magnolia blooms

ORANGE & HONEY™
fruit and vine

Vibrant fresh orange blended with sweet honey nectar



DALLAS
June 18 - 24

Dallas Market Center
Grace Direct Showroom 

WTC 205

ATLANTA
July 8 - 15

AmericasMart Building 2
Grace Direct Showroom

1019

LAS VEGAS
July 27 - 31

World Market Center 
Grace Direct Showroom

Suite C-853

1-877-GREENLEAF 
864-948-9155 fax

864-948-0120 international fax

951 South Pine Street 
Spartanburg, South Carolina 

29302

WWW.GREENLEAFGIFTS.COM

 / GREENLEAFGIFTS


